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Welcome to Issue #3 of The Wave – the Coastal and
Offshore Magazine.
Due to the strange circumstances we find ourselves in,
we have been beached in lockdown with many events
cancelled but that hasn’t stopped the challenges!
In this issue, we’re not going to dwell on the COVID-19
situation or recommending workouts – there’s plenty of
that already on the internet and filling up your social
media feeds! We have also omitted the news section.
Instead we wanted to have a positive feel to the issue
so we are focusing on the events and achievements
that people are undertaking in the Coastal & Offshore
community. The innovations of some clubs in hosting
events and clubs coming together to compete against
each other.
The Wave Rowing has been busy conducting
interviews to bring you content that we hope will inspire
or maybe even add to that Christmas wish list!
We chat to Rebel Coastal Rowing to find out more
about their Rebel C1X, and chat to Neal Marsh who is
currently rowing in his house across the Atlantic raising
funds for the NHS.

@thewaverowing

We also bring you Rannoch’s Row The World and their
new flagship boat Roxy and her expeditions which you
can be a part of.
We also want to get you dreaming of a rowing holiday,
so in this issue we will be introducing you to the Coastal
& Gig Rowing Camp 2021.
The Wave Rowing website will become soon feature
some exciting content so stay tuned!
Thank you for all your kind comments and feedback in
relation to Issue #2 and the reception of The Wave
Rowing in general. It really means a lot and love to hear
your feedback in order to help it grow.
Is something missing or looks like we forgot to mention?
We need you to send us your press releases including
photos so we can feature this for you!
We all have inspirational stories, share them with us;
share your competition results, news, and
achievements and help provide the content.
Together we can grow stroke-by-stroke.
Enjoy the issue!
Craig Chaulk
Creator
The Wave – The Coastal & Offshore Rowing Magazine

Send us your news, stories and results!
rowing@thewaverowing.com
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FOUNDED BY FIREFIGHTERS

Frontline Coffee is a small batch, roast to order coffee company
helping fuel the UK's public services. As full-time firefighters, we
know just how tirelessly the staff of Britain's NHS, emergency and
frontline services work. But we also know these environments can
be stressful and under resourced. That's why we donate 100% of
profits from our premium coffee to charities that support our
invaluable frontline services and the staff that keep them going.
POLICE
CARE UK

The

Fire Fighters
Charity

All of our packaging is recyclable. Our coffee is hand roasted and
hand packed helping reduce our impact on the environment.

FRONTLINECOFFEE.CO.UK

Rowing Centre UK and Swift Racing Boats –
Your one-stop shop for coastal/offshore boats, equipment and spares…
Swift Racing coastal/offshore boats are proving unbeatable at racing, as well as for just getting out into
the tide and having fun!
Since the range was launched in 2017, our rowers have already racked up many world-class records and
successes, including sweeping the board at consecutive World Rowing Coastal Championships.
Swift Racing coastal boats give you:
 FISA certified specification for international competition.
 Championship winning and record-breaking design and technology.
 Optimum level of safety features, to cope with the extremes of offshore rowing.
 Features to protect the equipment when used in shallow water i.e. beaches.
 Design features to ensure ease of loading, carrying, transport and storage between locations.
 Multiple set-up combinations to accommodate choices of scull or sweep rowing, as well as
steering and coxed or coxless options.
COASTAL/OFFSHORE OARS
With a choice of A2 big blade or A3 macon blade, Swift
Racing coastal/offshore oars have the strength and
toughness needed to cope with the full mix of extreme
conditions that you will encounter – turbulent winds,
rough water, severe swirls, oar clashes, collisions with
other boats, to name just a few.
Swift Racing coastal/offshore boats and oars have the
best combination of strength, durability and performance
you'll need to ensure that you have the edge, in all
conditions.

Spares

Oar Racking

Whether it's boats, oars, spares, tools, boat/oar racking,
visit our website www.rowingcentre.co.uk or call us on
01582 872338 - we're confident that you'll find
everything you'll need, whilst discovering that premium
quality doesn't have to come at a premium price!

RowingCentreUK

www.RowingCentre.co.uk

Rowing Centre UK is the exclusive distributor for Swift Racing in the UK and Ireland.

01582 872338
info@rowingcentre.co.uk
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CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19)

Below are the links to the governing bodies for rowing and their resources.
Please follow their latest advice and guidance.

britishrowing.org

scottish-rowing.org.uk

scottishcoastalrowing.org

welshrowing.com

rowingireland.ie

worldrowing.com

Stay Safe, Stay Onshore
@TheWaveRowing
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World Pilot Gig Championships

A pilot gig resides in the St Martin’s Rowing Club boat shed, Isle of Scilly. © St Martin’s Rowing Club,
Isle of Scilly.
st

The 1 -3rd of May would have seen the World Pilot Gig Championships taking place
in the Isles of Scilly. The event sees ~129 pilot gigs compete in between the islands
on set courses. In the absence of the event, GigRower hosted a Virtual Rowing
Championships using the same race format in time pieces attracting 328 rowers!
The next World Pilot Gig Championships is planned for April 30th – May 2nd, 2021.

@TheWaveRowing
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GIGROWER VIRTUAL CHAMPS

ISSUE #3 | LOCKDOWN EVENT

GigRower host first worldwide virtual rowing championships

Following the cancellation of the biggest event in the
Cornish Pilot Gig rowing calendar, due to commence
this weekend, 300 plus rowers from across 13
countries took to their rowing machines at home, to
take part in the first ever GigRower virtual rowing
championships.
The Cornish Pilot Gig Rowing World Championship was
due to take place this coming weekend, from 1st to 3rd
May, in the beautiful Isles of Scilly, 28 miles off the coast
of Land’s End in Cornwall. Following news of the
cancellation on 14 March, gigrower.co.uk were
contacted by rowers, asking if they organise an event to
bring the community together during the national
lockdown.
Putting thinking caps on, the GigRower team of
volunteers devised the world’s first virtual rowing
championships and set about registering entrants. It was
a concept which grew and grew, GigRower volunteer
who masterminded the event, John Starkey explains:
“When we launched the concept for the event we
anticipated maybe 30 rowers would want to take part. By
the time we closed the registrations four weeks later, we
had 500 people signed up from all over the world.”
The racing, which echoed the same format as the Isles
of Scilly World Championship, comprised of four races
over four days, from 26 to 29 April 2020. Day one saw
an initial seeding race of 14 minutes, and individuals
ranked according to the metres rowed following the first
event. The following two days saw races of 9 minutes,
with competitors given the opportunity to win their ‘group’
and move up to the next group, improving their ranking
position. The final on Sunday (26 April) was a 7 minute
sprint, and many of the competitors joined a zoom
conference to row live, with friends and family spectating
alongside.

The event took a great deal of organisation by the
volunteers who support GigRower with many late nights
verifying screenshots and analysing all the data to
ensure the results were accurate going into the next
day’s racing.
With a strong field of rowers including ex Olympians, it
was gig rowers who came out on top, with current world
champion rower Lena Budd from Falmouth Pilot Gig
Club completing 1961m for the 7 minute final, an
average 500m split time of 01:47.0 minutes; and Henry
Smith from Clevedon Pilot Gig Club taking the title for the
men completing 2224m, an average 500m split time of
01:34.4 minutes. In total, the rowers covered a combined
3,241,601 metres during the four-day event. An
astonishing amount.
One of the participating rowers commented: “At times
like this, the event has brought our rowing community
together, but not only that, competing against rowers
from across the world has really shown what gig rowers
can do. It was great to see so many familiar faces from
across the circuit on the live results presentation and
even better that two gig rowers came out on top.”
Due to the popularity of the event, GigRower created a
fundraiser on Saturday, which has now totalled over
£1,270 for NHS Charities Together.
Although Cornish pilot gig rowing is a sport with its
historic roots in Cornwall, its world-wide presence has
continued to grow with crews from USA, Bermuda,
Holland, and Kuwait to name a few. Next weekend would
have seen around 2000 rowers, from up to ten countries
battle it out over 3 days to be crowned World
Champions. However, as with many events at these
uncertain times, sadly this year was not to be, but we
hope the virtual competition has brought a little slice of
Scilly to all those who we hope to see there in 2021.
Another competitor said: “Just thank you so much to you
for giving us a little taste of Champs to keep us going
during the next week where we all collectively throw back
our heads and howl!”
It is uncertain when we will get back on the water, which
is where we would all rather be, but the calls for another
similar event in the future are already coming in. We’re
not making any promises, but watch this space!

Some competitors took to video conferencing to encourage each other
through the gruelling rowing sprints. © GigRower.co.uk
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All text and pictures contributed by GigRower.co.uk

@TheWaveRowing

A total of 498 people registered for the event with 328 taking part. 191 males and 137 females

Participants registered from 13 countries including Hong Kong, USA, Canada, China, Australia, Italy,
Ireland, Greece, Slovakia, French Polynesia and Switzerland.

A total of 3,241,601 metres were rowed throughout the competition

The youngest participant was 16 years of age, the oldest participant was 75 years of age

Prizes were sponsored by local and national businesses (including The Wave – The Coastal & Offshore Rowing Magazine),
with prizes awarded for first place in each group, crew placements (3 rowers from the same club to
include at least one male and one female) and the first place vets (over 40 years)
The virtual rowing event was run through the GigRower facebook page.
All the action and results can be found at www.facebook.com/gigrower
If you wish to donate to the GigRower fundraiser for NHS Charities Together, please click below or visit:

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/gigrowervirtualchamps
@TheWaveRowing
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RACE ACROSS THE ATLANTIC
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Folkestone, Dover and Worthing in race to cross the Atlantic
Three clubs are currently racing across the Atlantic
against each other… on dry land. To find out more
about this ‘lockdown’ race, The Wave – The Coastal
& Offshore Rowing Magazine chats to the organiser
and Folkestone Rowing Club Captain, Zoë Mond to
find out more about the race to cross the Atlantic.

How do members submit their results?
We created a spreadsheet for each club, which
automatically adds up the meters regardless of which
activity you have done, so anyone can log in and update
it. There is also a live leader board so you can see which
club is ahead.

What inspired you to set-up this challenge?
We were supposed to row the channel this year, which
was very exciting as we haven't been able to get
permission to cross from the French authorities for over
20 years. As more and more regattas were cancelled this
year we realised it is very unlikely that we can do it. So,
we decided to set our sights on something we can do,
from quarantine. I have always found the Trans-Atlantic
races fascinating, so thought we could emulate that, as
a club.

The clubs are racing across the Atlantic
from La Gomera to Antigua, a distance
of 4,700,000 metres (3,000 miles)
Are there any other clubs involved?
I mentioned our challenge on our Coastal Amateur
Rowing Association (CARA) facebook group. This lead
to Worthing Rowing Club, and Dover Rowing Club to
also take up the challenge. It's so much more fun to
actually be in competition with other clubs, even if it's not
on the water.
With the lockdown restrictions in place, how does
the challenge work?
As many of our club members don't have rowing
machines, to get as many rowers involved as possible I
decided to include running, cycling and workouts to
enable all to contribute.
So we record our kilometres on the erg, on runs or walks,
then cycling totals are counted as half distance, other
workouts such as circuits, weights, HIIT etc are counted
by the minute, so 1 min = 20 metres.
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Participants submit their results which is entered into a spreadsheet;
listing the date, activity and calculated distance. The distance of each
club can be compared on the leaderboard to see who is closest to
finishing the 4,700,000 metre race.

How can members and others follow the progress?
The Folkestone Rowing Club facebook page is updated
every Saturday, we have just passed the halfway point
so I will start updating more often as we get closer to the
finish, it’s really close so it will be exciting!
Are you raising money and where can people
donate?
Folkestone Rowing Club are raising money to keep the
rowing club going through lockdown:

Click to Donate
Worthing Rowing Club are raising money for their local
hospital. Click the box below make a donation on their
JustGiving page.

Click to Donate
To follow their progress, please visit the Folkestone
Rowing Club facebook page here.

@TheWaveRowing
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RACE ACROSS THE ATLANTIC

Folkestone Rowing Club
Dover Rowing Club
Worthing Rowing Club

The progress of the clubs on 29th April 2020

A member of Folkestone RC adding the metres with a seaside bike ride

A member of Worthing RC enjoying of the weather

A Folkestone RC member is contributing by running whilst in Slovenia

Worthing RC rowing to help raise funds for their local hospital
A member of Dover RC edging closer to the finish with every stroke
All photos contributed by Folkestone Rowing Club

@TheWaveRowing
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THE NEXT EDITION

12th DECEMBER 2020

www.taliskerwhiskyatlanticchallenge.com

© Atlantic Campaigns. © Talisker Whisky Diageo PLC. All rights reserved. www.drinksaware.co.uk

ON-SHORE VIRTUAL RACING

You’re a new club, trying to establish yourself when
something unprecedented happens – a lockdown
beyond your control. What do you do? You innovate
and that’s just what Olderfleet Rowing Club did
when they launched the On-shore International
Virtual Regatta. The Wave – The Coastal & Offshore
Rowing Magazine chats to James, Jason and
Barbara of Olderfleet Rowing Club as to what
inspired them to turn a negative into a positive.

ISSUE #3 | LOCKDOWN EVENT

Are there any other clubs involved/who does this
event attract and who is it open to for entry?
The event has attracted all sorts of people from both the
coastal, river and fitness communities. It is solely
organized by Olderfleet RC and there are now over 70
clubs and 17 countries involved in the race and we have
woken some old dormant rowing urges and people just
love it, they tell me!! It is open to absolutely everyone
who wants to participate and the event is free to enter.

Please introduce yourselves…
We are a newly formed coastal rowing club, called
Olderfleet Rowing Club based in the Port of Larne, in
Northern Ireland. We row and race the FISA offshore
boats. We have about 30 members from juniors up to
masters. We were no sooner set up that the lockdown
happened so we haven’t been rowing that much, but we
have made up for this with our on line efforts
What inspired you to set-up this challenge?
We had a small messaging group set up for daily training
during the lockdown and I would put up about three or
four sessions a week, but we didn’t really have a focus
to aim for with all the regattas being cancelled – so while
cutting the grass one day I had this thought of why don’t
we extend our group to all our rowing friends and have a
race of some description. I remember my thumbs were
sore with sending texts and messages to everyone I
could think of and within about 10 days we had
organised our first International On-Shore Virtual race
with 168 competitors from 12 countries.

Bryony Jones of Towy RC, Wales smashing the 4km aiming for Gold.
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A range of On-Shore kit has been launched, with all profits going to charity.

What’s the race format, categorisation and concept?
The race roughly follows the Offshore format were the
races are 4000m for the Open and Master rowers and
2000m for all the juniors. There is no draw or heats, it is
basically run as one big final. We have four broad
categories Masters, Open, J18 and J16 and offer
everyone who enters the option to be in a crew. The
majority of crew combinations are in doubles and we
offer every double combination possible, including mixed
crews, there are also open quads on offer. We don’t
allow composite crews as we want to focus on clubs,
anyone not in a rowing club competes as an individual.
The race concept is simple, it runs every 2 weeks over a
weekend and each rower completes their race piece and
submits a photograph of the outcome. The main race
day is the Sunday, but they can compete on the
Saturday if required, and results have to reach me by the
deadline at 16:00 on the Sunday. Their time is then put
against their Solo and crew entry, if applicable. All racers
then get a Solo ranking within their division and these
same times are combined into the crew combinations
which are then averaged to get the crew time.

@TheWaveRowing

ON-SHORE VIRTUAL RACING
How do members submit their results to you?
Results are simply sent via facebook using the event
message button. All we need is a photo of the
performance monitor showing the time taken and
distance and current date. If the picture isn’t clear we
then just ask for a new one to be sent. So far this has
proved very effective.
How can members and others follow the progress
and see the results?
The race is hard to follow as such, as results aren’t
shared while the race is in progress. What some of the
clubs are doing is setting up cameras, smart phones etc
and do the races “live” with each other. We did consider
some sort of live racing viewing but decided we didn’t
want technology to possibly hamper proceedings. The
results come in thick and fast so it’s a real challenge get
them all sorted in time to get them published as soon as
possible, this is usually two-to-three hours after the last
result comes in.
Are there any prizes for winners or competitions?
All podium finishers get a virtual medal (gold, silver and
bronze) and all category winners get a virtual pennant as
well. These are all awarded 30 minutes after the results
are published, at which point there is huge surge of on
line activity and excitement between the racers. There
are no prizes on offer for winning, but we do organise
draws that people can enter separately.
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Are you raising money, who for and where can they
donate?
Our club is linked with ‘Friends of the Cancer Centre’
which has a personal affection for one member, please
click here to find out more information.
Also, we have an online kit store for the Virtual Racing
where all profits are going to the charity.

Click for On-Shore International Virtual Racing Kit

I want to enter, how do I sign-up?
Entries are basically open all the time, but we advertise
on our social channels a week before each race, and
then again a few days before the entry deadline, which
is midnight on the Friday of race weekend. We then
issue a list of all Solo competitors and crew combinations
just to make sure everyone has been entered correctly
and make any adjustments as required. If an entry is
received after this or on race day someone sends a
photo of their result in, it’s not an issue and we add them
into the race.

Olderfleet Rowing Club
Competitors are awarded a virtual Gold, Silver or Bronze
medal in addition to a pendant reflecting their category.

Olderfleet_rowing_club
Olderfleet Rowing Club
32 Corran Manor
Larne
Co. Antrim, Northern Ireland
BT40 1BH

Tel: +44 (0)7812 020 585
Email: mail@olderfleetrowingclub.com

All photos, images and logos © Olderfleet Rowing Club

@TheWaveRowing
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Award-winning Sea Arch, Coastal Juniper
blend is a unique and sophisticated calorie and
sugar free distilled non-alcoholic spirit.
Inspired by the sights and sounds of the
glorious stretch of Devon coastline where they
live, former Wine Bar owners Sarah & Geoff
Yates have created a delicious alcohol-free
alternative to gin, which doesn’t compromise
on taste or experience.
Bursting with natural coastal botanicals,
including sea kelp, samphire and juniper, each
flavour is individually extracted using traditional
techniques and blended together after
distillation. The result is a truly refreshing and
complex, non-alcoholic spirit which really is
more beautiful without.
Enjoy served simply as a Sea & T, in a large
glass over ice with a squeeze of citrus, topped
up with a premium tonic or in one of the
Sea Arch signature cocktails.
You can order directly online from our website

www.seaarchdrinks.com
Follow us and share your Sea Arch experience.
Sea_Arch
@Sea_Arch
@SeaArchSpirit

LOCKDOWN SPECIAL
10% OFF ALL ORDERS & FREE SHIPPING

Happy 1st Birthday to our Rannoch Explorer! In April 2019, we launched her at our Open Day and since then she’s
found her way to various corners of the globe. Rannoch Explorers now reside in England, Scotland, Wales,
Switzerland, Denmark, Djibouti and USA.
On top of that, she has crossed the English Channel with two Olympic medallists, rowed dangerously across the Bab
el Mandeb Straits with an extreme adventurer, Monstered the Loch with the Bucks Buoys, been dwarfed by several
gigantic ships, helped raise thousands of pounds for charity, and been an invaluable training boat for ocean rowers.
She has truly become a great, global little rowing boat!
Here are just some of her ‘up close and personal’ moments of her first year out on open waters.

To see the Explorer in action and find out more, please visit our website…
Also highlighted in
Issue #1 as the
Featured Product!
www.thewaverowing.com

www.rannochexplorer.com
Photo Credits: Stephen McGrath @maddoggiraffe & Snaps Yacht @snapsyacht

© RANNOCH ADVENTURE LTD 2020

ROWAROUND SCOTLAND
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© Jon Gerrard, Boatie Blest Coastal Rowing Club ( Cockenzie & Port Seton)
taken on Loch Shiel, of the Anstruther skiff, ‘St Ayles

Contribution by: RowAround Scotland 2020
An ambitious, multi-staged voyage set to celebrate
ten years of the Scottish Coastal Rowing
Association and Scotland’s Year of Coasts and
Waters 2020 will now be celebrated as a cyber
circumnavigation, until the time is right for
participants to venture back out in their St Ayles
Skiff rowing boats.
RowAround Scotland 2020 – a non-competitive,
collaborative coastal rowing voyage around Scotland
was due to commence on 4 April, with at least 1,000
rowers of all ages taking over six months to complete a
1,000-mile circumnavigation of Scotland. But with
restrictions now in place due to Covid-19, the 70 plus
member clubs are set to move with the tides and come
together in unity online.
Participants from each leg of the planned voyage which
was due to engage communities spanning a range of
locations including Orkney, Anstruther, Findhorn, Wick,
Wigtown Bay, Isle of Mull and Annan are now being
asked to share their memories, stories and archive
photos of the landscapes they would have been rowing
through online.
The content which will also share stories on each of the
crews
and
clubs
will
be
published
on
www.rowaround.scot over the forthcoming months to
keep the excitement, pride and community spirit flowing.
Sue Fenton, RowAround Scotland 2020 Event
Organiser said:
“Our Virtual RowAround Scotland 2020 is all about
creating an opportunity from a disappointment, as well
as celebrating ten years of the Scottish Coastal Rowing
Association and Scotland’s celebratory themed year in a
different way. A beacon in a sea of uncertainty.”

2020 was designated as Scotland’s
Year of Coasts and Waters, a Scottish
Government
initiative
led
by
VisitScotland. Join the conversation
using #YCW2020

@TheWaveRowing

“As coastal rowers, we are well primed to expect the
unexpected and we are hopeful that we can pick up the
live voyage when the time is right to do so. However, for
now it’s about bringing communities together, sharing
stories and trying to recreate that camaraderie of being
all-at-sea together, through our dedicated website.”
Alan Thomson, Annan Harbour Rowing Club said:
“Although we don’t currently have our live event taking
place, we look forward to the day when the restrictions
are lifted, and we can get onboard with of our planned
legs between Annan and Stranraer.
The Virtual
RowAround is a good distraction from current events in
the real world, and is a great way to keep the clubs
connected.”
The St Ayles skiff – a small boat which fits four rowers
and a cox was first designed as a demonstration project
for the Scottish Fisheries Museum in Fife in 2009 by Iain
Oughtred, an expert in historic boats and an
internationally regarded boat builder. Boat kit
manufacturer Alec Jordan then took the prototype to
various places around Scotland for clubs and community
groups to have a try, re-introducing a sport inspired by
traditional Scottish craft, used by miners on the Forth in
friendly competition until the 1950s.
Based on a boat from Fair Isle, which was used routinely
for fishing and trips to nearby Shetland and Orkney, the
St Ayles skiff is built by the communities that use them
providing a valuable combination of community spirit,
skills development and outdoor exercise.
In July 2019, Scotland hosted the Skiffie World
Championships at Loch Ryan in Stranraer which
welcomed participants and spectators from across the
globe. The world championships are held every three
years with Stranraer winning the competitive bidding
process to stage the event in 2019.
For more information to view the virtual content and
route – visit www.rowaround.scot ■
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St Ayles Skiff…
a Scottish success story!

Freya, Orkney Rowing Club’s St Ayles Skiff.
Picture taken by @alisonisland

The St Ayles Skiff is a popular coastal boat commonly found in Scotland. The boat
celebrates 10 years this year and its accessibility and means of construction has
resulted in St Ayles clubs being established in The Netherlands, Ireland, USA,
Canada, Australia and more.
The SkiffieWorld’s 2019 was held in Stranraer on Loch Ryan, the event lasted for
one week, and saw 700 coastal crews and 55 community built boats descend on
Stranraer which had an estimated footfall of 30,000 people during the event!

REBEL COASTAL C1X

ISSUE #3 | NEW BOAT

© Rebel Coastal Rowing

REBEL C1X
Introducing the Rebel C1X – Rebel Coastal Rowing’s new coastal single
scull. With the boat in the final stages of pre-production testing, The Wave
– The Coastal & Offshore Rowing Magazine chats to the designer behind
the boat, Rebel Coastal Rowing’s, Ben Booth to find out the story behind
the Rebel C1X, the innovations and how it’s performing…
…
@TheWaveRowing
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REBEL COASTAL C1X

The boat is a thing of beauty and came from the
imagination of Rebel Coastal Rowing’s, Ben Booth.
The Wave – The Coastal & Offshore Rowing Magazine
finds out more about the innovation behind the Rebel
C1X.
The goal of the Rebel C1X was really to rethink
everything! We wanted to design a FISA spec coastal boat
from a blank slate. Personally, I love rough water. It’s fair
to say I lean towards the adrenaline junky, thrill seeking
side of things when I’m eyeballing surf reports and
wondering what sized breakers I can thrash my boat
through today! So the boat had to be a good sea boat.
More like an awesome sea boat. Which we nailed with the
Rebel. The strongly reversed bow cuts through those
speed killing, small choppy waves without losing
momentum. Following that reverse bow is an extremely
flared section that smoothly lifts the boat over larger
waves – so the boat responds accordingly for conditions
with neither a pounding nor a diving motion. A very round
underwater shape moves easily and has a predictable
motion, and above the waterline there is a lot of secondary
stability worked in for confident handling in all conditions.

In the cockpit, we went all out. Our goal was to create as
many coastal-specific components from the ground up
as possible, rather than just re-using stuff designed for
flat water shells. The seat tracks are reversed, so they
are convex rather than concave, allowing sand and other
beach crud to slip off. We created larger diameter “offroad” wheels to get smoother rolling over salt or long
strands of seaweed that wash over the boat in overhead
breakers. The wheelbase is way wider too. We bumped
the wheels out to the side of the rowers hips rather than
underneath. This gives a big, broad stance and
increases the control the rower has over the boat,
making a more responsive and stable feeling at the
same time. Continuing the wide stance theme, we
brought the feet further apart. In a coastal boat you have
room, so why not use it? Bringing the feet apart brings
them more inline with the hips and creates a powerful,
ergonomic base for the drive.

‘The Rebel surfs like a rocket, with good handling
and control characteristics in a following sea’
Ben Booth, Rebel Coastal Rowing

A number of our big innovations came in the stern. I wasn’t
happy with some of the characteristics of the wide, open
transoms. So we decided to divert the water out through
side channels rather than out the stern. That completely
freed up the stern for any shape we wanted, so we went
with a tapered end. This reduced a lot of wetted surface
area, especially when moving through waves. With water
draining out through side channels, the aft deck could be
raised, so even though there is less wetted surface area,
we still have a lot of buoyancy out back. It reduced
turbulence too, and you can see this totally clean little
wake coming off the Rebel. Surfing? Oh yes, the tapered
stern surfs! Look at big wave surfboards – they generally
have more tapered back ends than “regular” surfboards,
and they are designed for flying down 90 foot breakers!
The Rebel surfs like a rocket, with good handling and
control characteristics in a following sea.

The Rebel C1X during sea trials. © Rebel Coastal Rowing.

One of the innovations I’m most excited about is the
adjustable fin we created. The fin is accessible from the
cockpit, so its depth can be adjusted from inside the
boat. This feature allows the boat to be setup to track in
a straight line regardless of wind conditions – no more
yanking on one oar to stay straight in a cross-wind! This
is just awesome on those long rows in heavy weather,
and for the racers out there, this means optimized
efficiency so all effort can be focused on forward motion.
…
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REBEL COASTAL C1X
For safety in coastal conditions, we eliminated all
through-hull fittings for the components. The tracks, foot
brace and outrigger attach to the boat without piercing
the skin…so no leaks! This seems like a small detail, but
since its an industry first, we had to reinvent a lot to make
it happen.
The construction is full pre-preg carbon, cored, with
Kevlar reinforcement areas. We put a crack engineering
team to work to create a boat that is both stronger and
lighter. It took years of discussions, computer analysis,
panel testing and even full boat building to create the
perfect matrix of uni-directional reinforcements, carbon
cloth weave patterns, core thicknesses, and other
aspects of the build (which will remain top secret!).

For more information on Rebel Coastal Rowing and the
Rebel C1X, please visit their website rebelrower.com
instagram.com/rebel_coastal_rowing/
facebook.com/nextboatworks
twitter.com/rebelcoastalrow

© Rebel Coastal Rowing

I’m finding this boat to be totally fun to row. Even though
we have a lot of radical aspects, the whole of these
innovations creates a boat that is super balanced on the
water. It’s a boat you can race, chase epic waves, take
on long expeditions, and just have loads of straight-up
fun on the water. It has been an exciting journey creating
the Rebel C1X and seeing how much we could do within
the FISA racing specs. I think there is still a lot to
discover in coastal boat design, and I enjoy exercising
my creativity with this challenge! Boats will be available
for sale later this year. ■
The Wave – The Coastal & Offshore Rowing Magazine would like to
thank Ben Booth and Rebel Coastal Rowing for contributing to this
issue. © All pictures and Rebel Coastal Rowing logo.

Send us your news, results or to share your event
rowing@thewaverowing,com

To advertise in The Wave, please visit…
www.thewaverowing.com/advertise
@TheWaveRowing
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COASTAL & GIG ROWING CAMP 2021
Row England’s Jan Holloway shares what guests will
experience with The Wave – The Coastal & Offshore
Rowing Magazine in the Coastal & Gig Rowing Camp.
Row England is a UK provider of rowing tours in traditional
craft. Rowing The WorldTM is a world leader in rowing
experiences throughout the world.

A festival of coastal rowing and the region
The coastal & gig rowing camp 2021 will be a festival of
coastal rowing, the region and the sea; In addition to the
development of rowing skills, guests will appreciate the
history and traditions of the different boat types they row
in.
Guests will experience the region in all its colour; local
gig and rowing clubs will be involved and can
communicate their skills and enthusiasm. We have
several social events planned, like an evening row to the
historic Pandora Inn for meal and sea shanty singalong.

We are partnered with the Cornish Pilot Gig Association
for the delivery of the Coastal Rowing Camp.
Row England and Rowing The WorldTM will be hosting a 5
day Coastal & Gig Rowing Camp in Falmouth Harbour in
2021.

The first of its kind
The coastal & gig rowing camp 2021 will be an opportunity
to try out a range of sea-rowing craft, from traditional pilot
gigs to modern sliding seat coastal sculling quads.

We will involve local businesses, venues, and speakers
wherever possible. Including an evening at the National
Maritime Museum, and a look at the latest pilot gig being
built at the Falmouth Marine School.

Rowing outcomes
Many rowers throughout the world have not tried coastal
rowing or traditional fixed seat rowing. With expert
coaches and experienced crew on-hand, our guests,
whether competitive or recreational, will be able to build
their rowing experience and broaden their skills outside
of racing as they progress through the sport.

Tourism and Care for the Environment

With a unique ‘two-track’ approach, the rowing camp will
accommodate both experienced and new coastal rowers;
guests will be able to push themselves in the training
track, or take it easy in the leisure track - making it the
ideal active holiday event for couples with different rowing
abilities and holiday requirements.

The Rowing camp will attract rowers from all over the
world to Cornwall.

Over the week guests will get a complete experience of
the history and traditions of coastal rowing in a naturally
beautiful setting steeped in maritime history.

…
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In keeping with our ‘festival of the sea’ theme, on several
evenings we will either row or walk our locality with the
aim of picking up plastic.
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COASTAL & GIG ROWING CAMP 2021
‘A rowing experience for new and experienced
rowers in traditional and modern coastal craft’
New to coastal rowing?
Join Row England & Row The WorldTM on the beautiful
Cornish coast in England for the sea rowing
experience of 2021, The Coastal & Gig Rowing Camp!
Experience different coastal rowing techniques in a range
of craft; from the traditional fixed-seat Cornish Pilot Gig,
St Ayles Skiff and Celtic Longboat to modern FISA
sliding-seat coastal shell - improve your coastal skills with
a combination of technical sessions and touring, and put
your new skills into practice in a beautiful setting with local
experts!
New to Rowing?
Develop your skills with our Camp ‘Leisure Track’
Explore the harbours and creeks of one of the World’s
most beautiful harbours at your own pace in the simple
and stable St Ayles Skiff.
Or mix and match each day!

Beautiful Cornish Coast
Our 2021 coastal & gig rowing camp will be based in
Falmouth harbour and the river Fal. We’ll explore the
creeks, gardens, beaches and natural maritime
environment of this beautiful region. Flanked by two
officially recognised ‘Areas of Outstanding Natural
Beauty’ and with the South West Coast Path running
alongside, the region’s coastline is a must-see attraction
for rowers – and there’s plenty for walkers, swimmers
and wildlife-watchers as well. Accommodations will be in
Falmouth, a city famous for its maritime history, with an
excellent range of restaurants, museums and art
galleries. There is truly something for everyone!
Each day we’ll explore a different part of the region, from
as far as Helford Creek in the west (including the famous
Frenchman’s Creek) towards the Cornish capital city of
Truro in the north. We promise a great rowing
experience and a warm welcome from the local rowing
community - fabulous accommodation, award-winning
food and great cultural activities come as standard!

A Unique Rowing Experience


A unique collaboration: The Coastal & Gig
Rowing Camp 2021 is brought to you by Rowing
The WorldTM; leading provider of rowing
experiences throughout the world, and Row
England; specialist in fixed-seat and traditional
rowing on beautiful waterways.



Training and Leisure Tracks: A casual leisure
row across the harbour for lunch, or a work-out
with one of our experts? Pick the experience you
want!





A unique blend of boats and styles: we’ve
created a mix of boats and expertise to give you
the complete Coastal Rowing experience!

A memorable rowing experience on and off the water.

See the next page for the itinerary….

Only-Row and Non-Row options: Make your
own accommodation plans - contact us for prices.

@TheWaveRowing
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ROWING CAMP 2021
Itinerary*
Training Track
Day 1 – Fixed
seat day #1
Day 2 – Fixed
seat day #2
Day 3 – Sliding
seat day #1

Day 4 – Sliding
seat day #2
Day 5 –
Festival of Sea
Rowing

Leisure Track

Technical session. Advanced fixed seat
Introduction to fixed seat rowing. Gentle row in
rowing and racing techniques. Afternoon
afternoon for tea.
fitness training session.
Social Evening at Falmouth Marine School Workshops
Applying race technique. Row to St. Mawes
Options to row the bigger, heavier Pilot Gig or the
for lunch. Afternoon Explore Percuil Creek
lighter St. Ayles skiff. Row to St. Mawes for lunch.
and Carrick Roads.
Evening beachcombing social and plastic pick up
Technical sliding seat session. Learning to
Introduction to sliding seat coastal rowing. Picnic
read and ride swells and waves. Extended
lunch in National Trust Trelissick Gardens.
row of 20+ km. Tea in National Trust
Afternoon at leisure.
Trelissick Gardens.
Evening private visit to National Maritime Museum Falmouth
Advanced sliding seat and coastal technique,
Trailer to Helford Creek. Explore the famous
including navigation. Row to Helford Creek.
Frenchman’s Creek and Trebah Gardens.
Evening fun race and social with local Gig Clubs
Morning: Test of all the boats types with short races to compare techniques and handling. Lunch
with guest speaker (TBA) Afternoon: Parade of boats with a short tour from Mylor to Feock.
Departure.

*Subject to change depending on the skills and requirements of guests, and the weather and local advice right up to the time of departure.

Summary
Date
Duration
Daily
Distance
Included

Not
Included

Max Group Up to 10 guests, non-rowers can be
Evening Sunday (TBA) to
Afternoon Friday (TBA)
accommodated
Size
5 days rowing,
TBA. Please contact us for prices of only-row
Price
5 nights accommodation
and non-row options.
Depending on track, weather and tides. Final decisions will be made each day by the guides and boat
captains.

Use of coastal boats, including trailering and Safety Boat support

Coaching, guide service, expert crew and tour support

5 nights accommodation in good hotels (except for only-row option)

All breakfasts, lunches and four dinners (except for only-row option)

Transportation during the tour

Pick up and return from local Airport or Train station at start and end

Cultural visits and outdoor activities

Opportunities for participation in activities with local clubs

Beverages

Those meals and other expenses not noted above

Entrance fees for cultural attractions

Some important things to know

For more information, please contact:

This is an exploratory trip and the first of its kind - we are
very confident that we will deliver a wonderful trip, but
there is an element of the unknown and we ask you to be
flexible and adaptable! However, this is also one of the
appeals of this trip - together we learn, explore and enjoy.

www.rowingtheworld.com

www.rowengland.com

Ruth Marr
ruth@marrcc.com
Tel: +1 204 995 3496

Jan Holloway
jan@rowengland.com
+44 (0)7399 303 731

All pictures and logos © of Rowing The World & Row England.
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ROW THE WORLD

Contribution by: Rannoch Adventure Ltd

Have you ever thought about or wanted to row
an ocean but don’t have a team or the finance
to support your own adventure? Then row an
ocean with Rannoch! This is your chance to
participate in this growing adventure sport
without the hassle of securing your own
funding or pulling together a full team.
The Rannoch Row The World programme has been
planned to involve 8 expeditions planned over the next 3
years which are all listed on the following pages.
To give you peace of mind, all 8 expeditions will
be professionally organised and also professionally
skippered by Rannoch ocean rowers.
This is your chance to participate in the growing
adventure sport of Ocean Rowing without the hassle of
securing your own funding or pulling together a full team.

Introducing Rannoch Adventure’s flagship…

ROXY, the RX80

Rannoch Adventure are extremely proud to be
launching Roxy, the RX80 - their new flagship
boat which has been specifically designed to
take 8 rowers right around the world!
Rannoch’s first RX80 boat has been designed by Naval
Architect, Phil Morrison, and accommodates 8 people
with 4 rowing positions. The boat is currently under
construction and will be ready for August 2020’s Great
Scottish Odyssey where she’ll be put through her paces.

No previous rowing experience is necessary but you
need to be a team player and have the right attitude and
commitment.
Places will be offered on a selection basis.

Selection Days
Places on all of our expeditions will be offered on a
selection basis (rather than on a first come first served
basis). We need to be sure that anyone who joins us on
Roxy is a team player and has the physical and mental
strength that it takes to undertake these challenging
rows.
Our first Selection Day will take place in Burnhamon-Crouch on Friday 5th June 2020 (subject to
COVID-19 restrictions being lifted by then). A £500 fee
will be payable to attend (£350 will be refunded if you are
not successful in being selected).

RX80 Technical Specifications
Construction
No. of Rowing Positions
No. of Berths
Length Overall
Load Waterline Length
Beam (canoe body)
Load Waterline Breadth
Hull Draught
Displacement (loaded)
Overall Height

Carbon & Fibreglass
Four
Eight
38 ft 8" / 11.8 m
37 ft 3" / 11.36 m
5 ft 9" / 1.74 m
5 ft 2" / 1.58 m
1 ft 1" / 0.34 m
2,250 kg
5 ft 6" / 1.68 m

(keel to cabin roof of canoe body)

All images and logos © Rannoch Adventure Ltd.
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ROXY EXPEDITIONS

A GREAT SCOTTISH ODYSSEY
Island hopping around the Western Isles of Scotland
from Largs
Departure Dates
Duration
Nature of Trip
Difficulty
Cost

10 - 14 August 2020
15 - 19 August 2020
5 days
Two 5 day recces putting
Roxy thought her paces
Hard
£1,500

ATLANTIC OCEAN
Canary Islands to Caribbean Islands
Departure Dates
Duration
Nautical miles
Difficulty
Guideline Cost

February 2021
35 - 40 days
3,000
Challenging
£15,000

CARIBBEAN SEA
Island hopping to Florida
Departure Dates
Duration
Nautical miles
Difficulty
Guideline Cost

May 2021
15 - 20 days
1,200
Hard
£10,000

GREAT NORTH WEST PASSAGE
Rowing in Arctic Circle
Departure Dates
Duration
Nautical miles
Difficulty
Guideline Cost

July 2021
60 - 70 days
2,000
Fiendish
£35,000

All images and logos © Rannoch Adventure Ltd.
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ROXY EXPEDITIONS Continues...

PACIFIC OCEAN - STAGE 1
San Francisco to Hawaii
Departure Date
Duration
Nautical miles
Difficulty
Guideline Cost

June 2022
30 - 40 days
2,100
Challenging
£15,000

PACIFIC OCEAN - STAGE 2
Hawaii to South Pacific Islands
Departure Date
Duration
Nautical miles
Difficulty
Guideline Cost

July/August 2022
30 - 40 days
2,200
Challenging
£15,000

PACIFIC OCEAN - STAGE 3
South Pacific Islands to Australia
Departure Date
Duration
Nautical miles
Difficulty
Guideline Cost

August/September 2022
30 - 40 days
2,200
Challenging
£15,000

INDIAN OCEAN
Australia to Africa
Departure Date
Duration
Nautical miles
Difficulty
Guideline Cost

March 2023
80 days
4,500
Fiendish
£20,000

All images and logos © Rannoch Adventure Ltd.
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What's included in the price?










A place on Rannoch's 8 person RX80
professionally skippered ocean rowing boat
A comprehensive on water training programme*
All mandatory RYA certified shore based
courses
Advice on media and sponsorship campaigns
All food and cooking equipment during the
expedition
All on board safety equipment
Limited use of the satellite phone during the
expedition
First Aid kits and general medical supplies
A post expedition social / dinner

What now?
To register your interest in any of our expeditions and to
attend one of our Selection Days, please send an email
to nicola@rannochadventure.com containing:





Your full name & phone number
100 words about yourself
Details of which expedition(s) you are interested in
Whether you will be attending the Selection Day.

This is how dreams become
reality - get in touch now!

* A limited on water coaching programme is included in
the Great Scottish Odyssey expedition.
Please note the following are NOT included in the
price:
 Travel to and from the start and finish of the
expedition
 Accommodation and meals onshore before and
after the expedition
 Personal effects (clothes, sleeping bags,
additional snacks etc.)
 Personal insurance
Payment
Attendance at a Selection Day costs £500. Anyone who
is not successful in being selected will be refunded £350
of this cost. For those that are successful, the £500 will
be deducted from your deposit.
Once selected for an expedition, a 20% deposit is
required immediately to secure your place.
A further 40% of the cost is due 12 weeks prior to
departure.
The remaining 40% is due 6 weeks prior to departure.
If for any reason, after being accepted, you are unable
to participate in an expedition, the monies paid are nonrefundable unless your place on the boat can be filled by
another rower. We will always endeavour to fill a space
but this cannot be guaranteed, especially at short notice.
Please note that all expedition Guideline Costs will be
confirmed 6 months prior to departure.
All expeditions must have a minimum of 6 participants to
go ahead.
For more information about Rannoch Adventure and its services, please contact us…

www.rannochadventure.com
Tel: +44 (0)1621 782 127
Email: info@rannochadventure.com
Rannoch Adventure Ltd, Unit 8, Dammerwick Business Farm, Marsh Road, Burnham-on-Crouch, Essex, CM0 8NB, United Kingdom

© ALL IMAGES & LOGOS COPYRIGHT OF RANNOCH ADVENTURE LTD 2020
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ROW FOR THE NHS

The lockdown has seen many people exercising,
some also raising money for charities. One man is
taking the challenge to the next level by rowing the
Atlantic at home for the NHS. The Wave – The Coastal
& Offshore Rowing Magazine interviewed Neal Marsh
to find out more about his indoor epic rowing
campaign ‘Neal’s Atlantic Row For The NHS’
Please tell us a bit about yourself and your rowing
background…
My name is Neal Marsh, I'm a 51 year-old father of two,
living in Littlehampton. I have taken on rowing in 2010 at
Worthing Rowing Club, Coastal Rowing Club on the
Sussex Coast. A couple of years later, with four other
coastal rowers, we decided to launch a campaign and
attempt to row across the Atlantic in the Talisker Whisky
Atlantic Challenge. Unfortunately, a small technical issue
combined with a storm evolved into a disaster, and we had
to be rescued out of the race. Since then, I have taken on
several challenge, taking the overall World Record for the
longest continual row twice, completing 80 hours in
December 2014 and 83 hours in December 2017. In 2018,
I rowed from Portugal to Cayenne (French Guyane) in a
five-man crew, establishing two Guinness World Records
on the Trade Winds Two Route (Cape Verde to
Continental South America).
What inspired you to undertake this challenge and the
distance to be rowed and where is it being performed?
The inspiration came as the lockdown started, and we
were all urged to stay indoors. I saw people taking on
challenges, raising money for the NHS, and I thought "how
can I do my part?", especially as I have always supported
the local hospitals in my previous indoor record attempts,
via the Love your Hospital Charity. So I thought the best
thing to do would be to do what I know best: sit on a rowing
machine for long periods of time. I can't get out of my
house, so I decided I would row the Atlantic indoors. I don't
think anybody has ever done it before, and I thought, if I
could do it and raise money for the NHS, that would be a
great thing to do given the current pandemic climate!
With regards to the distance, I'm considering rowing the
Atlantic solo next year. So that was an opportunity to push
myself a little bit over that distance, and see if I am
physically capable of doing it. And I will feel more
confident when I go out there next year – hopefully – to
attempt it. For now, I am rowing it at home, in my living
room!
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How many metres do you aim to complete per day?
The objective is to row 120,000m a day, in six two hour
sessions, completing 20km in each two hour session.
This would mean completing the challenge in just under
40 days. I allow myself the possibility of rowing less on a
bad day or more on a good day, just like one would in a
Solo Ocean Row!
In order to achieve this, what is your rowing strategy?
The average split time, my target is to keep the split time
under 3:00. What I tend to do is row the first hour at about
2:45 or 2:50 if I can. That usually brings me to about 2:55
time as I do a stretch towards the middle or the end of
the hour. Then I lose a bit of that advantage in a second
hour, as I will usually have another stretch after 15-20
minutes. The reason I have a stretch is, even though I
would on the Atlantic too, is that here, being in the
lounge, it's so easy to jump up and have a stretch for a
couple of minutes, while keeping the rhythm going.
…
How and what are you eating in order to fuel your body
and your sleep pattern during this row?
Food is a mix of Summit To Eat dried food ration packs,
fresh fruits, nuts, chocolate. The advantage of being on
land is that once in a while I can have a truly enjoying
meal, with more meat or fresh ingredients, but what I find
is that the reaction of the body isn't necessary as
positive. For me, the food packs have been perfect in
terms of energy intake. They are designed to bring all
the right nutrients to keep the body going during a time
of effort, which is a real real help. (Although I had a
couple of bacon sandwiches that made me feel
absolutely great!)

The similarities are
obviously the
repetition, the
tiredness, and
generally the rowing
aspect.

@TheWaveRowing
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How does this compare to rowing an ocean and what are
the similarities?

Any pain yet? What advice would you give to others
wishing to undertake an indoor endurance row?
The most constant pain is obviously on my backside, I
have to move pretty much constantly to keep the
bloodflow moving. The problem is that I have such a bony
bottom. Also, because I've got such a soft seat-pad, it
intensifies the blood flow on my legs a little bit. My
technique to manage that is to keep a knee slightly higher
when I row, and alternate. And also, on the stroke itself,
I've change to a shorter stroke, which I find slightly less
tiring than a long stroke, and it reduces the wear and tear
on my backside as well. The pain keeps moving around
my body quite a lot. Thankfully now my legs, my knees,
my hips etc have pretty much got the idea of what they
have to do, which makes me feel much better. And the
sleep calms pain quite a lot. If I've had a decent sleep,
especially overnight, my ability to cope with the pain is
much much better, when I'm not sitting on the machine
grimacing and complaining the whole time.
To anyone willing to attempt an endurance row, I would
say it is not necessary about muscle or power. The
enjoyment of it is mostly conditioned by your feeding
intake and the way you position your body most of the
time. I'm on here for two hours at the time, or if I do the
continual row, for 50 minutes of every hour. So that means
that your body, is keeping mostly at 90 degrees. That
usually affects my food processing. Anything that
produces lots of gas, like some complex carbs and
saturated fats, will end up creating a lot of pain. And that
pain can materialise in back pain and things like that. You
really have to be extra careful and know what your body
reacts too. Mine reacts very badly to saturated fats, so I
work out my diet around it. I lived mostly off banana and
peanut butter during the second of my continual row World
Records.
How do you keep your mind occupied during sessions?
I did think that would be more of a problem in the lounge,
because, on the water you have got a lot more going on,
even things like "what will the next wave do compare to
the last one". Here, obviously I have the advantage of
social media, TV, all the things that we quite obviously
normally have. But then, there's only so much TV one
wants to watch. Again, it comes down to a mindset thing.
Certainly not to think about how many days it's gonna take
me, how much it's going to hurt tomorrow. Now, I just think
about the next shift. I'm on it now, then I'll get a two-hour
break, and I'll have a nap and my next shift is at 12. That's
about as far ahead as I think. Maybe I'll think about what
I'm going it in my next food pack, or I start working on what
I'm going to be doing in the next few months after this is
all over, when we come out of lockdown. So basically, I
just keep myself busy in my head. Also, the advantage of
being at home is that I have my kids here, three dogs, one
of them is a small puppy. So it can be stressful at times
but it is mostly very enjoyable.

I have touched upon a bit about that already. The
similarities are obviously the repetition, the tiredness,
and generally the rowing aspect. The differences are,
again going back to the mental side, it's all see and do.
On the ocean, there will be the wildlife, the night sky, you
look up while rowing and see shooting stars.
Here, I am in a luxury environment, I don't have any
waves, I don't have any technical problems to worry
about, I don't need to worry about the direction we're
going in, so it's less to worry about! But even big waves,
they gave me something to think about, and made time
go quicker. But, for me, I even had my ergo monitor
counting up rather than counting down on one of my
rows, and that felt twice as hard, so there must
something psychological about counting up rather than
counting down for two hours.
Are you raising money, who for, why and where can they
donate?
I am raising money for the NHS. You can donate via my
JustGiving page:

CLICK TO DONATE
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/atlantic-row-to-help

How can we track your progress?
You can track my progress, with daily updates and
occasional Live video/ Q&A sessions on my Facebook
page:
facebook.com/RowingForNHS
Neal would like to thank the following…
A big thank you to my sponsors, Summit for Eat, who are
providing me with sachets of Adventure Foods to fuel my
attempt, and Absolute Fitness, who have given me
physical support and let me borrow one of their rowing
machines for the duration of the challenge. And an even
bigger Thank you to all NHS and Frontline workers, for
all they are doing during this crisis. And to my support
team/family at home, thank you for putting up with me
while I row across an ocean in the lounge!

All images and logos are contributed by Neal’s Atlantic Row for the NHS.
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Safe ~ Seaworthy ~ Smooooooth

 Single or Double configuration
 Standard or Lightweight construction

 Self-Bailing

 Comfortable Sliding Seat(s)

 Good freeboard all round

 Folding Outriggers convenient for coming alongside

 Bow Eye for anchoring or towing

 Huge Buoyancy Reserve

 Plenty of storage space
 Bonded PVC Keel band (no screws into hull)
Specification:















Length: 4.72m/15'6" (fits inside the average garage)
Beam: 1.08m/3'6.5"
Max height: 0.72m/2'4"
Standard Bare Boat Weight: Single: 75kg / 165 lb, Double: 80kg / 176 lb
Lightweight Boat Weight: Single: 53kg / 117 lb, Double: 58kg / 128 lb
Capacity: 250kg/551lbs
Buoyancy: 300+kg/662+lbs
Deck Drainage: self-bailer included
Freeboard: 305mm/12" (single)
Draft: 125mm/5" (single)
Rigger Type: 125mm/5" Folding cast alloy
Rigger Span: 1.6m/5'3"
Scull Length: 2.80m/9'2" Adjustable length & leverage with hatchet blade
Hull Material: GRP

Tel: +44 (0)1244 676188
Mobile: +44 (0)7985 043981
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THE LAST CHALLENGE

Rowing into the records at 72
Contribution by Helps for Heroes
Whilst we’ve all been in lockdown, spare a thought for
Graham, a 72 years old who has just rowed solo
across the Atlantic breaking two world records!
Graham Walters, 72, from Leicestershire, set off from
Gran Canaria on 25th January 2020 to begin his bid to
secure the Guinness Word Record as the oldest person
to row solo across the Atlantic. The record was previously
held by Gerard Marie of France who completed the solo
challenge in 2015 at the age of 66 years and 323
days. Graham is using his adventure to raise awareness
and vital funds for Help for Heroes.
For Graham, this was be his 5th Atlantic crossing (3 solos
and 2 two-man crossings). He was keen to do one more
to secure this World Record before he hangs up his oars.
His progress was being monitored by the Ocean Rowing
Society as official adjudicators for Guinness World
Records.
Graham expected to take approximately 90 days to
complete the journey of more than 3,000 miles to Antigua
– finally completing the journey in 95 days, 8 hours days.
According to Graham’s wife, Jean, “He had a rocky start,
with the lights going, a leak in one of the compartments
and the boat bucking like a bronco. Thankfully the lights
and electrics were repaired, the leak was containable.“
Graham tackled the challenge in his Atlantic row boat
which, being a carpenter by trade, he built 22 years ago in
his front garden for the first ever Atlantic rowing race which
was organised by Chay Blyth in 1997.
The boat is called the George Geary after Graham’s
grandfather who was a first-class cricketer and played for
Leicestershire and England. Geary took part in several
Ashes tests, despite having his cricketing career
temporarily interrupted by the First World War, during
which he joined the Air Force and was injured by an
aeroplane propeller.

@TheWaveRowing

Jean, 62, who married Graham at a small ceremony on
12th December last year, adds, “Graham has always
been an adventurer, so he’s had it in his mind for a while
now to do one ‘final journey’. To complete the challenge
and take the record will be a massive personal
achievement for him.
David Martin, Head of Supporter Fundraising at Help for
Heroes, concludes, “Few of us would attempt such a
challenge in the first flush of youth – let alone in our
seventies. Graham is clearly a remarkable and
determined man. We are very grateful that he has
chosen to donate the money he raises to Help for
Heroes; injuries have ended 40,000 military careers in
20 years and every day this number grows, so his
donations will help us ensure that we can be there to
support them, whenever they need us.”
As well as being George’s final row of this type, this will
also be the George Geary’s final crossing. The George
Geary will stay in Antigua, hopefully in the museum in
English Harbour there.
Graham Walters
HOLDER OF TWO WORLD RECORDS
The oldest person to row any ocean solo &
The oldest person to row an ocean more than once
Departed:
Pasito Blanco, Gran Canaria
7:00UTC, January 25, 2020
Arrived:
English Harbour, Antigua
15:00UTC, April 29, 2020.

Graham is raising funds for Help for Heroes, to make a
donation, please visit his fundraising page…

CLICK TO DONATE
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/Georgegearyrow
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FEATURED CLUB

Tamworth Cornish Rowing Club
Brief Club History
Tamworth Cornish rowing Club was formed in early 2018,
it came about after Chris Baker decided he wanted to build
a Cornish Flashboat as a project simply because he's
rowed them competitively for East Caradon rowing club
throughout his childhood in the 1980s and missed the
sport for many years since moving to the midlands. Once
the flashboat was built the next question was "what now"
so with the help and support of his wife Shara (after whom
the flashboat was named) the attempt was made to start
a Cornish rowing club about as far from the sea as it's
possible to be.
Club Facilities
As Tamworth doesn't actually have a body of water big
enough to row on we approached the sailing club which
runs at Shustoke reservoir, about 20 minutes drive from
Tamworth. The sailing club were happy to let the club run
from there and also allowed use of their clubhouse and
facilities
The only thing the rowing club don't have is any boat
storage (which can be a problem).

Common competitive events and main league
Last season we attended 4 regattas in Cornwall with
crews in several categories including juniors
This year we plan to attend 4 again but one of those will
be run by us as our own regatta at Siblyback reservoir
Social events/opens days
We have an open day at our home venue on a date
which is yet to be confirmed.
Club Training
We train Thursday evenings and Saturday mornings
through the season (March-September) and anyone is
free to come along and have a go at any time
Currently all our training is technique based with most
sessions concentrating on timing and blade work, fitness
sessions can come later however all members are asked
to work on their own fitness as and where they can with
the emphasis on core strength at the moment.
Tamworth Cornish Rowing Club contact details

Boats
The club now runs 4 Cornish flashboats, 1 or which was
built in the 80s and is this year being completely renovated
by Falmouth Marine school, and one 15' skiff.
Current membership
Our membership stands at 22 and hopefully a drive this
year will lead to an increase.
Rowing Association
We are members of the Cornwall Rowing Association who
have been incredibly supportive.

Tamworth Cornish Rowing Club
Tel: 07955 090 122
Mailing address:
C Baker
48 Marlow Road
Tamworth
Staffordshire
B77 3NH

Pictures & logo © Tamworth Cornish Rowing Club
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We’d love to hear from you!
 Send us your news
 Send us your post lockdown photos
 Share your event with us
 Got a story to tell, we’d love to hear it
 Advertise in The Wave
 We would love your feedback
Email: rowing@thewaverowing.com

Subscribe to our mailing list to receive your free issue #4 e-magazine upon its release:

www.thewaverowing.com

Thank you for reading this issue,
we hope you’ve enjoyed it!
Subscribe so you never miss an issue

The Coastal & Offshore Rowing Magazine

www.thewaverowing.com
rowing@thewaverowing.com
@thewaverowing

